
More control over compliance 

Sentrex® is a SaaS-based solution that helps covered entities manage 

their 340B contract pharmacy relationships to expand medication 

access to more patients while maintaining compliance with evolving 

legislation. Powered by Sentry’s proprietary, rules-based engine, 

Sentrex offers flexible configuration options that can be tailored to 

reflect each organization’s own unique business processes and 340B 

program requirements. With Sentrex, hospitals can manage an array 

of complex compliance challenges via automated processes that 

reduce the burden on hospital and pharmacy staff. 

A dedicated team

Our specialists guide you through the 

process to set up your 340B contract 

pharmacies and are with you every 

step of the way. 

an integrated platform for managing 340B contract pharmacy relationships

Sentrex helps you:

identify eligible 340B dispensations with Sentry’s proprietary 

technology, which automatically screens key data using the configuration 

options you’ve chosen based on your 340B program parameters

manage procurement, inventory and replenishment  

for 340B drugs across multiple wholesaler contracts

support a variety of pricing and discount programs,  

including plans to subsidize prescriptions or facilitate  

medication adherence among disenfranchised patients

facilitate invoicing and financial reporting for your  

contract pharmacies, with customizable invoicing options, 

auto-generated invoices and automated invoice alerts

track drug cost savings with comprehensive reporting that 

shows costs and net 340B benefit by NDC, pharmacy location, 

prescription type, and other criteria

stay audit-ready with built-in audit tools, mock audit assistance, and 

a dedicated audit support specialist in the event of a HRSA audit

We’ll prepare a list of 
potential pharmacies in  
your area, to help you  
assess feasibility

research 1

We’ll work with you to 
determine which pharmacies 
provide the best potential for 
serving your patients  
and meeting your 340B 
program goals 

evaluate  
& select
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We’ll provide 340B education 
and Sentrex product demos 
to ensure that both hospital 
and contract pharmacy staff 
are prepared to make your 
program a success

educate 3

We’ll help you formalize 
relationships with the 
pharmacies you choose 
using our existing tools and 
pharmacy partners

set up4



pharmacy benefits
Closer relationship 

with the covered entity 

helps facilitate better 

patient care 

Potentially drives 

more customers 

shopping for non-

pharmacy products 

Cash flow on 340B 

dispensations, with 

no overhead and a 

standard dispensing fee

Automated replenish-

ment of 340B drugs 

helps reduce inventory 

expense and hassles

Streamlined workflow 

with minimal impact 

on front-line  

pharmacy staff

340B education for 

pharmacy staff helps 

ensure success as a 

contract pharmacy

More reporting options  
for visibility into key metrics

Dashboard: highlights key data, including processing 

volume, revenue, 340B capture rate and net 340B benefit

Claims report: helps you evaluate and audit 340B-eligible 

claims at any time 

Replenishment progress report: provides details on 

replenishment status for dispensed NDCs

Unreplenished cost report: summarizes total cost to 

replenish drugs by NDC and allows filtering by various 

replenishment statuses

Cash savings report: details processed discount plan 

prescriptions to clarify plan performance and patient benefit

We’re dedicated to 340B
Over 17 years of 340B compliance leadership

More than 60 pharmacists, pharmacy techs  

and medical professionals on staff  

Specialized teams for contract pharmacy,  

340B compliance and audit, implementation 

and user support

Established relationships with over 5,000 

independent, mass merchant, grocery and 

chain pharmacies.
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